
 
 
 
 

Greenland Visa and Passport Requirements 

If you plan on making a short-term visit (up to 90 days) to Greenland, you must have a 
visa that is valid for entry into Greenland, if you come from a country with a visa 
requirement. 
 
For information concerning countries with a visa requirement and visa-free countries click 
here. 
 
As a citizen of a visa-free country, you do not need a visa to enter Greenland. Read more 
about visa-free visits here. 
 
If you have a diplomatic passport, service passport, official passport or special passport, 
you can be visa- free even if you are a citizen of a country with a visa requirement. 
Citizens of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden are free to enter, reside 
and work in Greenland. 
 
Schengen Visas 
A normal Schengen visa is not valid for travel to Greenland. Nationals requiring visas for 
Greenland must have a Schengen visa issued by a Danish mission with the wording 
'Valid for Greenland' in the comments section on the visa. 
And although Denmark is a signatory to the 1995 Schengen Agreement, only 
Schengen visas issued specifically for travel to Greenland are valid. 
Greenland is not a member of the EU and not parties to the Schengen Agreement. 
Although if you need a visa to enter Greenland, you will most likely also need a 
Schengen visa, since most travel to these two countries goes through a Schengen 
country, such as Denmark. 
Passengers whose nationality is subject to Schengen Visa, but are in possession of 
European Residence Permit, have anyway to apply for a Greenland visa at any Danish 
Consulate/Embassy. 

 
Application to 
Danish Consulate (or consular section at embassy) and require entry to Greenland. 

 
Cost 
Schengen visa usually cost: €60/£48 (€35/£28 for nationals of a few countries; please 
check the actual cost at your local consulate/embassy). 

 
Validity 
Schengen visa: 90 days within a six-month period. 

 
Working days 
Applications for visas for Denmark should be completed in 15 days, but in some cases, they 
may take 30 to 60 days. 
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https://www.nyidanmark.dk/en-GB/Words-and-concepts/US/Visum/Countries-with-a-visa-requirement-and-visa-free-countries?anchor=63F86BF9BAE84296B40028C26E06EF02&callbackItem=AADA0185A3C54C4097E85F7B4350F32C&callbackAnchor=469FFEEF7C9545F594CC7078CC6219D1
https://www.nyidanmark.dk/en-GB/Words-and-concepts/US/Visum/Countries-with-a-visa-requirement-and-visa-free-countries?anchor=63F86BF9BAE84296B40028C26E06EF02&callbackItem=AADA0185A3C54C4097E85F7B4350F32C&callbackAnchor=469FFEEF7C9545F594CC7078CC6219D1


 
 

Sufficient Funds 
Applicants for Schengen visas must prove sufficient funds. 

 

Our visa and passport information are updated regularly and is correct at the time of 
publishing, We strongly recommend that you verify critical information unique to 
your trip with the relevant embassy before travel. 
For a list of Danish Embassies and Consulates click here.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://um.dk/en/about-us/organisation/find-us-abroad

